We study facets of the k-partition polytope Pk.+, the convex hull of edges cut by r-partitions of a complete graph for r < k, k 2 3. We generalize the hypermetric and cycle inequalities (see from the cut polytope to Pk.,, k 2 3. We give some sufficient conditions under which these are facet defining. We show the anti-web inequality introduced by to be facet defining for Pi,_, k 2 3. We also give lifting procedures for constructing facets of Pk., from facets of P k,n for r 2 n + 1 and facets of Pk.r from facets of Pk_l.n for r > n + 1.
Introduction
In this paper we study the following problem: "Given a connected graph G = (V, E) with edge weights c, for all GEE, partition the node set V into at most k nonempty subsets so as to maximize the total weight of the edges with end points in two different subsets, i.e., the edges cut".
For k = 2 this problem is equivalent to the max-cut problem (see [4, 9, IO] ) that is known to be NP-complete. For k = 1 VI this problem has been studied by Griitschel and Wakabayashi [ 133 where G is a complete graph. They give several classes of facet defining inequalities. This problem has been studied by Chopra and Rao [S] for general graphs G and all values of k. All the papers mentioned above have focussed on the polyhedral approach to the solution of this problem. Goldschmidt and Hochbaum [ 1 l] have given a polynomial-time algorithm to solve this problem for fixed k if c, < 0
VeEE.
In related work, Conforti et al. [6] have studied the equipartition polytope on complete graphs, Padberg [14] has studied the boolean quadratic polytope, and Barahona et al. [3] have studied the bipartite subgraph polytope.
In this paper we restrict attention to complete graphs G, = (I', E) where n = ( VI. Definep=(N,,i= l,..., r)tobeanr-partitionifNic V,i= l,...,r,INinNjl=Ofor i # j and u Ni = V. E( 11) is the set of edges cut by the partition p. Define the incidence vector x(p) where x&L) = 1 if eeE(p), 0 otherwise.
When the context is clear we may refer to x,(p) as x,. We are interested in the k-partition polytope Pk.n, where
Pk." = conv{x 1 x is the incidence vector of an r-partition p for r < k}.
For the case k = 2, Deza and Laurent [9, lo] have studied several interesting classes of valid inequalities and facets. Our work is motivated by their results. They have given conditions under which hypermetric inequalities (see Section 2) and cycle inequalities (see Section 4) are facet defining for the cut polytope Pt.,. We generalize their results for higher values of k and give new sets of sufficient conditions for these inequalities to be facet defining. We also extend the anti-web inequalities introduced by Deza and Laurent [9, lo] , for the cut polytope P2,", to the case k 2 3.
An edge with end nodes i and j will be denoted by e or (i, j) depending on the context. A vector b indexed by the nodes in V will have elements referred to as bi or b(i) 'die V. A vector x indexed by the edges in E will have elements referred to as x,,
x(e), Xij, or x(i, j) where e = (i, j) . Given weights bi, ViE V and N c V, define b(N) = CisN bi.
We expect the reader to be familiar with basic concepts in graph theory and polyhedral theory (see, for instance, Cl]).
For the case k = 2 it is known that one can obtain a complete inequality description of the cut polytope given a complete inequality description of the cut cone, the cone defined by the incidence vectors of all 2-partitions (see [4, 9] ). This is based on the observation that the minimal cuts in a graph form the circuits of a matroid. Thus, if El and E2 are edges cut by two distinct 2-partitions, the symmetric difference E3 = {E, -E2 > u {E2 -El } is the disjoint union of edges cut by 2-partitions. This allows one to define a switching operation that takes a facet of the cut polytope to a facet of the cut cone and vice versa (see [9] ).
For the case k 2 3 this is not true in general. If El and E2 are edges cut by two distinct r-partitions the symmetric difference E3 = (E, -E2 ) . u (Et -El > need not even be an l-partition for some 1. It cannot be written as a disjoint union of edges cut by r-partitions. Thus, one cannot study P k,n by studying only the associated cone since we know no switching operations are possible for Pk,n.
The problem of finding the maximum weight k-partition of G, can be stated as follows:
XEPk,n.
(1.1)
Given V s V, let E(v) be the set of edges with both end points in I? Assume that 1 v( = k + 1. Since a feasible partition can have at most k subsets, at least two nodes from V must belong to the same subset. Thus, the clique inequality (see [S] )
is valid for P,_. Consider three edges e, , ez, e3 which form a triangle in G,. No partition can cut exactly one of the three edges. Thus, the triangle inequality
is valid for Pk,n. There are three triangle inequalities defined by each triangle but we will write only one to represent all the three. Chopra and Rao [S] have shown that
Pk." = conv{xE rW", Ix satisfies (1.2) and (1.3), x integer).
In Section 2 we generalize hypermetric inequalities (See [g]) to &, k 2 3. SeCtiOn 3 contains some lifting theorems. In Section 4 cycle inequalities are shown to be facet defining for Pk," and in Section 5 the anti-web inequalities are shown to be facet defining for Pk.n, k 2 3.
Hypermetric inequalities
Deza and Laurent [9] have studied hypermetric inequalities for the case k = 2, i.e., the cut-polytope. In this section we generalize their results from P2, " to Pk.", k 2 3. Given a complete graph G, = (V, E) on n nodes define integer node weights bi, t/it V. Assume that for integers k, t and I, CieY bi = tk + r = 'I, t 3 0, 0 < r < k. Define V+ = {iE VI bi > 0}, V-= {iE VJ bi < 0} and f(q,l)= Proof. Consider any feasible partition ,U = (N,, s = 1,2, . . . ,1). We have
f (($h(N, .
Observe that if CI 1, . .., uk are integers with txl + ... + Kk = tk + r, with t integer, 0 < r < k, then
Thus,
This proves the result. Note that equality solutions to (2.1) correspond to k-partitions ,u=(N,,s= 1 3 ..*I k) where r subsets N, have b(N,) = t + 1 and k -r subsets N, have
We give a basic lemma (without proof) that is used several times in the rest of the paper. A similar result is proved in [4] . Lemma 2.2. Let IIx Q l7, be any valid inequality with respect to Pk,n. Given three disjoint sets Mi E V, i = 1,2,3 consider a partition u = (Ni, i = 1,2, . . . , r), r < k, whose incidence vector x(u) satisfies L!x(p) = Ll, such that MI v M2 c N1 and M3 E N2. DeJine the following partitions: N2uM,uM2-M,,N, ,..a Proof. Consider any inequality Ilx < ITO, defining a facet for Pk." such that (x +z Pk.= I x satisfies (2.1) with equality) E {x ) IIx = II, >. The incidence vectors x(p) and X(fii), i = 1,2,3 satisfy (2.1) with equality. By Lemma 2.2 we thus have ZI(i,,j) = n(i,,j). Since j, ir and i2 are arbitrarily chosen we have (2.4) Consider any node is eN1 n V+. Define the partition 1; = (N, -{i3, j},fi2,..., & u { i3, j}). The partitions p and fi satisfy (2.1) with equality. Thus,
Substituting from (2.3) and (2.4) we have bj = -CI. Thus,
Let {jr, jz} c V-. Consider a partition fi = (N_ s = 1,. .., k), b(fls) = t, for s=l ,..., k-r, b(fls)=t+l, for s=k-r+l,..., k, N",nV-={jl,j2} and T/--{jl,j2) c&.
Define the partition ii1 =(N"i -{j,},~~,...,~k~{jl}). The incidence vectors x(F) and x(pi) satisfy (2.1) with equality. Thus,
Substituting from (2.5) we have n( j,, j,) = M. Since jr and j, are arbitrary nodes from V-, This shows that nx 6 17,, is a multiple of inequality (2.1). Validity implies that it must be a positive multiple. Thus, inequality (2.1) is facet defining for P,+ 0 Remark 2.1. If ) Y-1 = 1 in Theorem 2.1 the resulting hypermetric inequality is still facet defining for Pk,n.
Now we give another set of sufficient conditions under which hypermetric inequalities are facet defining. Given G, = (V, E) with integer node weights bi, Vi E V, and any integer d > 2, define the folowing node sets:
Theorem 2.2. Assume that V=R+uR-uS+uS-, lS'l=]S-1, IR-l>,d and
Proof, Consider any inequality nx < II,, defining a facet for P,_, such that {x E Pk." I x satisfies (2.1) with equality} !E {x I l7x = Z7,}. 
. k, R-E N1, S-G N1,
and {i, j} E N1. Define the following partitions:
The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (2.1) with equality. By Lemma 2.2 we thus have n(i,j) + n(i, I) = 0. Since i, j and 1 are arbitrarily chosen, we have
Now consider g E R+ and h E R-. Define partitions ,u, pl, pz, p3 as above, with g and h replacingj and 1, respectively. The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (2.1) with equality. Thus, by Lemma 2.2 we have ZI(i,g) + ZI(i, h) = 0. Interchange the role of i and g in defining pl, p2, p3 and repeat the above procedure to get (g, h) . Since i, g and h are arbitrarily chosen, we have
Now consider {i,j,g} G R+, {h,l} c R-, i,eS+ and jigs_. Define a partition p = (iy,, s = 1,2,... ,k) where b(fiJ = t, for s = l,..., k -r, b(fiJ = f + 1, for s=k-r+l , . . . , k, {i, j, h, 1, iI ,j,} E N, and g E Nk. Define the following partitions:
ii3=(Nlu{g} -(~,j,h,~},N,,...,N~u{i,j,h,l}- (9)).
The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (2.1) with equality. Thus, by Lemma 2.2 we have n&g) = ZZ(i, I) f ZZ( j, 1) + l7(h, 1). Substituting from (2.8) we have II(h, 1) = /?. Since h and 1 are arbitrary nodes from R-, we have
(2.10)
Once again consider the partition fi defined above. In defining &,ji2, and j.i3, replace i, j and h by i1 , j, and j, respectively. The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (2.1) with equality. Thus, by Lemma 2.2 we have n(l,g) = n(i,, I) -+ n( j,, 1) + n( j, I). Substituting from (2.8) we have n(i, 1) = -ZI( j, 1). Since i1 , j, and I are arbitrary nodes from S+, S-and R-, respectively, we have The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (2.1) with equality. From Lemma 2.2, (2.7) and (2.9) we thus have Substituting from (2.8), (2.12)-(2.14) and (2.17), we have
Thus, we have proved that nx < i7, is a multiple of (2.1). This shows that the hypermetric inequality (2.2) is facet defining for Pk.". 0
The next result gives yet another set of sufficient conditions under which hypermetric inequalities are facet defining. It is stated without proof since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. Remark 2.3. If ISI = 4 < k -1, the hypermetric inequality of Theorem 2.3 is facet defining for Pk,n as long as /RI 2 (2k -q)d + 1 and CieV bi = tk + r, 1 < r < k -1.
Lifting of facets
In this section we study liftings of facets of Pk,n to facets of Pk,, for r 2 n + 1. Most of the liftings given are for hypermetric facets. We also give conditions for lifting facets of Pk,n to facets of Pk+l,r for I 2 n + 1.
The first result shows that lifting by 0 coefficients is always possible. Consider any inequality ZZx < n, that is facet defining for P,_ on the complete graph G, = (V,, E,) . Let G ,, + r = (V, + 1, E, + 1) be the complete graph on n + 1 vertices. Define the vector li where
Theorem 3.1. The inequality
is facet defining for Pk. n + 1
Proof. Consider any inequality Ax < Lo, facet defining for Pk," such that b~fL+1 Idx = no> E {xl/lx = A,}.
Since 17x d no is facet defining for Pk,n there exists a nonsingular matrix B that is an incidence matrix of feasible partitions such that HIT = do where fro represents a vector with each entry equal to no. Let E(i) represent the edges incident to node i, i = 1,2,..., n. Let Ci, i = 1,2, . . . , n, be the matrix where each row is the incidence vector of the k-partition of G,+ 1 obtained from the k-partition of G,, given by the corresponding row of B, by putting node n + 1 in the same subset as node i. Let Ci(r, s) be the column of Ci corresponding to the edge (r, s). We then have Since i and j are arbitrarily chosen nodes, we have
Substituting into (3.2) shows that 1x < lo is a multiple of (3.1). This proves that (3.1) is facet defining for Pk."+ 1. II Deza and Laurent [9] have shown this result to hold for PZ,,. De Simone et al. [7] have provided a procedure for nonzero lifting of facet defining inequalities of P,,,. We provide a similar nonzero lifting for Pk.". The results in the rest of this section are stated without proofs since these are similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Consider the complete graph G, = (V,, E,) and an inequality rcx < n,, that is facet defining for Pk.". Assume that there exist two nodes {jr, jZ} E V, such that rc(i,j,) = x(i, j,), Vi~~-{j~,jz}.Assumethat1~~-{j~,jz}.LetG,+~=(V,+,,E,+,)bethecomplete graph obtained on adding the node IZ + 1. Define the vector li where
for iE V,,, -{l,jr,n + l}, j = n + 1,
IZ(l,j) -n(j,n + 1) for i = 1, jE V,+, -{l,n + l}.
Theorem 3.2. Zf the inequality Zix < Z7, is valid for Pk,n, it is also facet dejining.
The following corollary is obtained for hypermetric inequalities. Consider the complete graph G, = (~/,,I$,) with node weights bi Vie V, where C bi = tk + r = I], 0 < r < k. Assume that the hypermetric inequality (2.1) is facet defining for Pk.,,. Let G ,,+ I = (V,, i, E,, r) be the complete graph obtained on adding the node n + 1. Assume that there exist two nodes { j,, j2} c V, such that b( j,) = b( j,) = d. Assume that 1 $ {j,, j2}. Define the weights 6 where
Corollary 3.1. The hypermetric inequality c --
is facet dejning for Pkvn + 1, k 2 3.
The lifting in Corollary 3.1 is referred to as d-lifting. Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.1 imply the following corollaries (Corollary 3.2 using -l-lifting and Corollary 3.3 using 1 -lifting). Remark 3.2. We give some examples of how these results can be used. The hypermetric inequality is specified just by the vector b in the following discussion. By Theorem 2.1, bl = (1, l,l, -1, -1) is facet defining for P,,,. It can be lifted (-llifting) to b2 = (2,2,1, -1, -1, -1, -l), that is facet defining for P2, 7. Lifting again (2-lifting) gives b3 = (2,2,2,1, -1, -1, -1, -3) that is facet defining for P2,*. So far we have studied liftings that construct hypermetric facets of Pk,r from facets of Pk," for r > n + 1. Now we give a lifting that constructs hypermetric facets of Pk+l,, for r 2 n + 1, from facets of Pk,n. Consider the complete graph G, = (V,, E,) with node weights bi, i = 1,2, . . . . n where CiEY bi = tk + r = n. Assume that the corresponding hypermetric inequality (2.1) is facet defining for Pk."_ Let Si and S2 be two disjoint subsets of V such that b (S,) 
= b(S,) = t, ISI I = lSzl = I and f :S1 + S2 is a l-l mapping such that b(f (i)) = b(i) Vies,.
Consider a set of nodes S3 that is a replication of S1 (or S,). Give node weights in S3 using a l-l mappingf: S1 --) S3 such that b(f(i)) = b(i) VIES,. Clearly, b(S,) = t and b(VuS3) = t(k + 1) + r = nI, 0 < r < k + 1. The complete graph G,+r = (Vu SJ, E u I?) is defined on the nodes Vu S3. The result is stated without proof since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Remark 3.3. In Theorem 3.3 we have assumed that b(S,) = t. This can be changed to b(S,) = t + 1. The resulting hypermetric inequality is still seen to be facet defining for P k+ l.n+l.
Cycle inequalities
In this section we introduce a new class of facet defining inequalities of Pk," for values of ye that can be arbitrarily large. This class generalizes the cycle inequalities introduced by Deza and Laurent [9, lo] for the case k = 2.
Consider the complete graph G, = (V, E) with node weights bi Vi E I/. Assume that CisV bi = kt + 1 = q for some t 2 2. Assume that V = I'+ u V-. Let C be any cycle spanning V+ and assume that 1 Vf 1 2 k. As defined earlier for r = 1, t2 + (k -l)(t + 1)t.
The cycle inequality is given by 
Proof. Note that f(q, q) >f(v,q -1).
Also, for q 2 3, f(q, q) -f(v, q -1) < f(q, q -1) -f(q, q -2) (for a detailed proof, see the appendix). Thus,
ThefunctionC,Gi,j._, bibjxij has a maximum value for a k-partition where (k -1) subsets have a node sum oft and one subset a sum oft + 1. Thus, each of these subsets contains at least one node from V+. At least k edges from C are cut by any such partition which thus satisfies (4.1). If we maximize C 1 Q i cj Q n bi bjxij by splitting into q partitions for q < k then by ( the other hand, the number of edges cut from the cycle is at least q, i.e.,
C(i,j)EE(C)
'1 '
x.. > q. Thus, the cycle inequality (4.1) is valid for all q-partitions, q < k. This shows that (4.1) is valid for Pk.". I7
Now we give sufficient conditions for the cycle inequality to be facet defining for Pk,".
Theorem4.1.
Assumethatbi=tVi~V',bj=-lVj~V-.If)Y'(~2k+l,k~3, the cycle inequality (4.1) is facet defining for Pk.,,.
Proof. Note that inequality (4.2) is satisfied with equality by any k-partition (N,, s = 1, . ..) k) where b(N,) = t for k -1 sets, b(N,) = t + 1 for one set and exactly k edges from C are cut. Consider any inequality I7x < ZZ,, facet defining for Pk.", such that {x EP~,, 1 x satisfies (4.1) with equality} s (x 1 llx = II,}. Assume that 1 V+ 1 = n, . Thus I V-1 = tnI -(kt + 1). Order the nodes in V+ from 1,2, . . . , nl in the sequence they occur in the cycle C. Thus, (i, i + 1) is an edge of C where i E V+ = { 1,2,. . . , n, > and the indices are modulo n,.
For i E V+ consider a partition p = (N,, s = 1,2, . . . Given {i -2,i-l,i,i+ 11~ V+ and {j,j,,...,j,}z V-consider a partition /Ii = (rs,, s = 1, . ..) k)where{i i}=V+nA, , {j, , ..., j, }GNI, (4.5)
Consider the partition (fi = is, s = 1,2, . . . . k) where @r n V+ = (i -l,ij, N1 n V-= {j 1 ,..., jt},~.2nV+={i+1,i+2},~~~nV-~=t-l,ti~={i+s),for s=3 , . . . . k -1 (all node indices modulo nl) and Gi, = V -ui:: N,. Define the partition fil = (il -{i, jI,jz, . . . . jt}, G2 u {i, j,, . . . . j,}, fi3, . . . . fik) . The incidence vectors x(/i) and x(p,) satisfy (4.1) with equality. Thus, after substitution from (4.4) and (4.5), we have
VieV+. (4.6) Assuming that n(i,i+ I) = t2u for 2< I< q <Lni/21 we show that
Consider A1 Define the partition fir = f12u{i}u{AI}, ~3, ..., flk) . The incidence vectors x(fii) and x(j) satisfy (4.1) with equality. Thus,
Substituting from (4.4), (4.5) and the induction hypotheses, we have ZI(i, i + q) = t 2cx.
Since we can increase q to Lr1~/2], this shows that
IZ(i,j) = t2a V (i, j} E V+, (i, j) f! E(C). (4.7)
Finally, we prove that y We already know that inequality (4.1) is satisfied with equality by any k-partition A = (M,, s = 1, . ..) k) where b(M,) = t + 1, b(M,) = t, s B 2 and exactly k edges of C are cut. If we set ZZ(e) = t'cr, VeEE(C) then ZIx(J) =f(q, k)a and ZIx@) =f(q, k -1)~. In reality, n(e) = y VecE(C). Thus, comparing x(a) and x(I) we have
This shows that
Thus, nx < n,, is a multiple of (4.1). This proves that (4.1) is facet defining for P 0 k,n.
Theorem 3.2 gives the following lifting for cycle inequalities. Assume that there are two nodes { jl, jZ} s V-such that b( j,) = b( j,) = d. Assume that the cycle inequality defined by the node weights b and a cycle C spanning V' is facet defining for Pk.". Add the node n + 1 to get G,, 1. Consider any node i E V+. Assign node weights 6 where
ifj=n+l.
The results below follow from Theorem 3.2 and are stated without proofs. 
Anti-web inequalities
In this section we consider anti-web inequalities introduced by Deza and Laurent [9] and proven to be facet defining for the cut polytope P2,n in [lo] . We prove that the anti-web inequalities are facet defining for Pk,n, k > 3. Consider the node set V= (1,2,..., n}. The t-anti-web AW,,. = (V,E,) has node set V and edge set E,={(i,i+r),r=l,..., t, i E V}. The indices are modulo 1 VI. Each node in V has degree 2t.
Consider a complete graph G = (V, E) with integer node weights bi E (1, -l> VIE V. Assume that CisV bi = kt + 1. Define V+ and V-as before with I/+ = (l,..., n, >. Let AW,,1 = (V+, E,) be any t-anti-web spanning V. The anti-web inequality is given by A concise and elegant proof for a generalized version of inequality (5.1) is in [8] . Thus, we give no proof of validity. We now identify anti-web inequalities that are facet defining for Pk,n, k > 3. Proof. Consider any inequality 17x < IT,,, valid for Pk.", such that {x E Pk,_ ( x satisfies (5.1) with equality} E {x I l7x = no}. p1= (N, u{i+t+2, j}, N, j}, N, , ..., Iv, ), pz = (IT1 u {i}, N2, , i&=(NIu{i, i+t+2, j}, j}, N3 , ..., .
The incidence vectors of all four partitions satisfy (5.1) with equality. Thus G1 u {i},fi,, . . . . i3, -{i}), n;" = (G, u {i} -{i + t -r},ti2 u {i + t -r},ti3, . . . . A?, -{i}) .
The incidence vectors ~(5) and x(x:), i = 1,2,3 satisfy (5.1) with equality. Using Lemma 2.2 we have n(i, i + t -r) = 0. Thus,
IZ(i,,i,) = 0 V(il,iz)EE,.
This shows that nx < ZI, is a multiple of (5.1) which is thus facet defining for P,_.
0
Remark 5.1. For k < 3 we are not able to relax the condition t < k -2. This is illustrated by the following example. For k = 3, t = 2, consider the complete graph G, = (V, E) where 1 V+ ) = 12,I V-1 = 5, bi E { 1, -l} Vi E V. It can be verified that the resulting anti-web inequality is not facet defining. For the division into q -2 subsets, there are three cases: 
